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Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project: Dispatch 6: Thunder Below
Chris Linder
August 6, 2005

Around midnight last night the earthquakes started. I half-leaped, half-fell out of bed
and staggered over to the porthole for a peek outside. Thick fog hid the horizon line, but
a jumble of ghostly white shapes told me we had entered some very thick ice. For the
rest of the night, the ship shuddered and lurched, and a sound like distant thunder
rumbled up from the depths. It wasn't a very restful night.
Today's primary objective was to deploy a mooring on the continental shelf northeast of
Point Barrow, the northernmost point in the United States. The mooring is a
continuation of a major three-year effort to understand how Pacific waters coming
through the Bering Strait interact with the deep Arctic basins. Principal investigator Bob
Pickart of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is using the mooring data to study
the complex interaction of waters at the edge of the arctic shelf. For more information
about the 2002-2004 Shelf-Basin interactions project, check out the Arctic Edge
website.
When we finally reached the mooring site, we realized the battle with the ice was only
just beginning. Mooring technician Kris Newhall described the ice as "a frozen mountain
range--monstrous 15 foot thick floes mixed in with a crush of broken bits--a jumble of
dirty land-fast ice and multi-year ice. We never saw anything like this last year."
Coupled with an intermittent cold rain, these were possibly the worst conditions for a
mooring deployment. We knew, though, that time was a precious commodity we
couldn't afford to waste--it was now or never. John Kemp, who led the operation today,
is one of the most experienced mooring technicians in the world. Over the past 28
years he has spent over 200 days a year on the world's oceans setting moorings. We
also had the advantage of the Louis S. St-Laurent's secret weapon--the "bubblers."
When needed, the Louis can blast ice out of the way using a high-pressure stream of
air. Sure enough, after about an hour of work John was pulling the quick release to
send the mooring down to the depths. We were elated to complete such a difficult
mooring--a testimony to the excellent teamwork displayed by the mooring techs and the
Louis' deck and bridge crews.

WHOI mooring technician Kris Newhall laces up
his steel-toed boots for the mooring operation.

Later, over a dinner of pizza, IOS student Ryan North asked John Kemp "so was the
mooring a success?" John replied with a wry smile "I'll tell you in a year!" This mooring,
like all arctic moorings, has a top float that is located 50 meters below the surface.
While this keeps the instruments safe from being smashed by the jagged bottoms of ice
floes, known as ice keels, it also prevents the mooring from communicating with
satellites. So, we won't know if the instruments are working until next year when we
retrieve them. We can only hope that the years of research and development in
designing the equipment have paid off.
As I finish this dispatch the rumbling has resumed--our bow pointed north, we are
heading into thicker and bigger floes. Stay tuned for more updates from the Beaufort
Gyre.
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John Kemp finishes assembly of the top float.

From left, in red, Rick Krishfield and Bob Taylor
watch as John Kemp and Kris Newhall (in brown)
assemble the mooring.

The ship's bubblers froth up the water as the top
sphere is about to be released.
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